Get the
maximum from
your IFS Business System
Absolute ERP offers services to help you do this at all stages of
your ERP investment;
• Implementation Project Management
• Application Architecture and Process Design
• Implementation Consulting
• Implementation Data and Technical Services
• Systems Audit and Process Performance Analysis
• Scope Extensions
• Upgrade Justification
• Upgrade Project Management and Consulting

Why Choose Absolute ERP?
We are a group of highly experienced IFS business consultants who have
formed Absolute ERP to offer you various IFS related services. Our mission
is to offer an acute awareness of what each client requires and to structure
the ERP system as a comprehensive and user-friendly solution. If you are
looking to upgrade your existing IFS System or are facing a full scale new
implementation, Absolute ERP can supply a team of highly experiences
consultants in every area - See overleaf for details.
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• Implementation Project Management
For any company, changing business system is a scary business – it’s a bit like Open Heart Surgery
for your whole company – and everyone has heard plenty of disaster stories… but it doesn’t have
to be like that -If you use experienced people. Many of the key success factors for an ERP
implementation lie in the hands of the Project Manager. Constraining the scope, limiting
customisations, managing the vendor and ensuring the right resources are available all require a
skilled hand, developed from years of implementation experience. Your business is unique, but the
challenges of a project seldom are, and Absolute ERP project managers will guide you through.
Our functional and technical consultants will provide the knowledge, continuity and experience
you need to get your employees confident in using the system quickly and cost effectively. Many
consultants will only advise you on the functionality options that you have, we are not afraid to
recommend which ones we judge to be most appropriate to your business process.

• Full Business system audit
If you already have IFS Applications, but feel that you could be getting more benefit than you are,
we can help you to assess your use of the system against benchmarks from your industry and
others, and can recommend the changes that you need to make in order to progress. Our standard
audit tools enable us to quickly highlight the actions needed to drive rapid improvement.

• Strategic plan development
Absolute ERP will often follow up on recommendations from a Business System audit to help you
to structure, plan and execute the required changes to get your ERP to really deliver.

• Process Design and Enhancements
Nobody knows your business better than you and your staff, but you may not have the skills or the
time to make the changes you need to your key processes to generate real improvements.

• Upgrades and Scope Extensions
Whether you need a simple ‘technical’ upgrade, or a full business process re-engineering, you will
need experienced project management and application consultancy to guide you and ensure the
change is completed on-time and within budget. Absolute ERP know the potential pitfalls, and
how to avoid them – controlling the scope, managing the process and training your own team.

• System Architecture and business continuity
If you are unsure of how to best deploy your IFS system to give maximum security, reliability and
performance, experience of many projects means that we can help with that too.

Give us a call….
Arngrim Rohme Mobile: +44 (0) 7538753378 Chris Stanghan Mobile: +44 (0) 7887657663
Gary Owens Mobile: +44 (0) 7796586315
e-mail : info@AbsoluteERP.com or visit our website at : www.AbsoluteERP.com

